
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of strategy specialist. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for strategy specialist

Participate in payment related projects across Absa where input is necessary
from an Absa payment franchise perspective by participating as a project
team members and associated meetings
Establish and maintain effective relationships with counterparts within
Barclays by identifying relevant counterparts and having regular
engagements with them
Establish and maintain effective relationships with peers at key payments
stakeholders in the local and international context
Co-ordinate the Payments Integration Forum by ensuring that the
governance and reporting requirements of the forum are implemented,
managed and enhanced and by formulating proposals for agenda items and
by managing the participant list and by communicating minutes and by
tracking action items
Form and manage relationship with appropriate Payments Domain forums
within Absa by attending relevant forums and by providing active
participation
Assist in establishing Absa as a thought leader in the payments industry by
identifying and communicating relevant payment issues to Absa's
representatives at payment industry forums in order for the issues to be
appropriately addressed from a NPS perspective
Nurture productive working relationships with payments
champions/custodians in the businesses
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them with colleagues in a concise manner for consideration
Establish a central database
Contribute to a deep Group understanding of payments innovation across
the world with a view to putting forward Payments Innovation "heat map" as
a standard agenda point on the Payments Integration Forum by identifying
relevant developments in other jurisdictions

Qualifications for strategy specialist

Understanding of the company core data sheet
Knowledge of global guidance relevant to labeling, drug development, and
commercialization of prescription medicines
A functional understanding of back-end elements such as HTML, CSS,
robots.txt, metadata
Condensing way to much data and information into real insights… so
basically, being a pro at analyzing data (Excel included)
Independently and effectively leading client conversations
Creatively solving tough problems


